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Golden Girl And Other Stories
From THE JURY BOX, Jon Breen's critical column in ELLERY QUEEN Mystery Magazine: ***
Joel Townsley Rogers: Killing Time and Other Stories, with introduction and afterword by Alfred
Jan, Ramble House, Six longish pulp stories, dating from 1934 to 1947, represent an undervalued
writer. The title story about a disabled World War II veteran trying to break into mystery writing,
offers affectionate parody and fair-play detection, while the magazine version of the classic The
Red Right Hand captures its offbeat flavor only slightly less effectively than at full length. The
outre plots often involve coincidence, though not to the fantastical extent of Harry Stephen Keeler,
whose complete works are offered by Ramble House. (An indispensable companion is the earlier
Rogers collection Night of Horror and Other Stories [Ramble House, including the much
anthologized minor classic "The Murderer" and a Rogers bibliography compiled by son Tom
Rogers, expanded by Francis M. Nevins.) And here's what four of America's favorite authorsabout-town have to say about Ramble House's two Joel Townsley Rogers' collections, NIGHT OF
HORROR and KILLING TIME- "Rogers was the real deal, author of a true masterpiece, The
Red Right Hand, and a pulp man who could, and did, do it all. If you want the strong heady thrill
of genuine pulp - and not the pale imitation that came later - latch on to both of these collections
immediately." - Ed Gorman "Killing Time collects six pulp novellas by Joel Townsley Rogers,
including the original version of the classic The Red Right Hand, along with a story about a pulp
writer and a story with a character named Captain Sparrow, whom I like to think is a distant
cousin to the famous Pirate of the Caribbean. Highly recommended!" - Bill Crider "The six tales
gathered here are among Joel Townsley Rogers' most accomplished pulp magazine contributions
of the 30s and 40s - cleverly plotted, highly atmospheric, suspenseful, and dripping with menace.
The original magazine version of his classic crime novel, The Red Right Hand, and Alfred Jan's
insightful analyses of Rogers' work, are the highlights. Killing Time is a must for every
connoisseur of vintage crime fiction." - Bill Pronzini "Ramble House has specialized in bringing
neglected (and sometimes alternative) geniuses back into print. First came the great Harry
Stephen Keeler, then the so-clever Norman Berrow. More recently Ramble House has been
sparking the rehabilitation of Joel Townsley Rogers, a versatile and prolific author who seemed to
be totally forgotten save for one novel, The Red Right Hand. Killing Time is the second Ramble
House collection of Rogers's shorter fiction, and every story in it, from the 1934 'Murder of the
Dead Man' to the 1947 title story, hits with a wallop and a sting. Bravo! Bravissimo!" - Richard A.
Lupoff
The Rapparee is Jack Vance's preferred title for the novel previously published as The Space
Pirate and The Five Gold Bands. Five gold bracelets imprinted with cryptic messages were the
clues that set Paddy Blackthorn off on a riotous galactic treasure hunt. But Paddy found himself
not only the hunter but also the hunted for the armbands had been left to him by his would-be
killers, the Rulers of the Five Planets. All Jack Vance titles in Gateway use the author's preferred
texts, as restored for the Vance Integral Edition (VIE), an extensive project masterminded by an
international online community of Vance's admirers. In general, we also use the VIE titles, and
have adopted the arrangement of short story collections to eliminate overlaps.
Eight of these nine stories were published between 1951 and 1955, years when Jack Vance wrote
for the pulp magazines. Even in this early work, the voice of the future SFWA Grandmaster may
be heard. Jean Parlier is the first of Vance's strong female protagonists. Captivatingly amoral,
Jean seeks her fortune in Abercrombie Station, providing a gravity-free paradise for the obese. In
Cholwell's Chickens, she sets out (like Madouc, nearly 40 years later) to find her pedigree. Before
Gold and Iron and Komeitk Lelianr-there was Lurulu, another gold-skinned Lekthwan. Sole
survivor of a spaceship crash, The Golden Girl is stranded on Earth, only of her kind. She is
lionized, fêted and courted by a fascinated public, but pines for home. Meet Miss Universe
introduces 23 contestants from throughout the galaxy, some human, some monstrous. The winner
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will be judged by standards of beauty from her home world. She will choose her own prize, and
the organizers must fulfill their obligation! Alice Tynnott is The Insufferable Red-headed
Daughter of Commander Tynnott, O.T.E. (originally published as Assault on a City). After
spending the first seventeen years of her life on rural planets, Alice visits urban Earth; attractive
and self-assured, her confidence inspires men to think she is naive and vulnerable-but this is not
the case, and scoundrels will learn a memorable lesson. The Golden Girl and Other Stories is
Volume 25 of the Spatterlight Press Signature Series.Released in the centenary of the author's
birth, this handsome new collectionis based upon the prestigious Vance Integral Edition. Select
volumes enjoyup-to-date maps, and many are graced with freshly-written forewords
contributedby a distinguished group of authors. Each book bears a facsimile of theauthor's
signature and a previously-unpublished photograph, chosen from family archives for the period
the book was written. These uniquefeatures will be appreciated by all, from seasoned Vance
collector to new reader sampling the spectrum of this author's influential work forthe first time. John Vance II
Princesses, Warrior Queens and Goddesses best describes the Tales you will read in this classic
science fiction compilation that features four complete stories from the best and brightest writers
of the genre. 1.....Warrior Queen of Mars...Iceland was the perfect place for a secret military
operation...We had thought of it, but so had the Martians many ages ago. 2.....The Golden
Princess...Somewhere out of nothing, Professor Ross was making Gold. It just couldn't be but it
was. Enough to make Nick Hall gamble on it...until the Drums came. 3.....Daughter of the Snake
God...Allan Curtis and Jo Matthews faced deadly danger even before they arrived in Peru; a
murder, Nazi tanks, and Sacha! 4.....The Ice Queen...Somewhere in the frozen wastes was a
fortune in furs. But guarding them was a girl, a white Tiger, and a lost World!
Short stories are but a slice of life, yet they are complete, even in few words. Although the endings
are not always happy, they are indeed endings. These slices of life take us to many times and
places, where we meet people with a distinct set of problemsand sometimes, if they are very lucky,
solutions. A Lovers Potion is an imaginative walk through fantasy and fiction. In these collected
stories, we visit a small shire where witchcraft mania runs wild. A peasant girl becomes pregnant
with her aristocratic lover, who presents her with a gift of jewellery, confounding a team of
modern archaeologists. There is even a girl with incredibly long hair, locked in a tower, but she is
not what she seems. Each story focuses on people and their fascination with one another. All
human beings share desires, endeavors, and loyalties. Through actions, we reveal ourselves. The
characters in these stories each long for somethingand in some cases, the characters arent human
at all. Read of compassion, romance, and revenge in this riveting collection of wiles and whimsy.
'What holds sway over this country without morals, beliefs, or feelings? Gold and pleasure.'
Sexual attraction, artistic insight, and the often ironic relationship between them is the dominant
theme in the three short works collected in this volume. In Sarrasine an impetuous young sculptor
falls in love with a diva of the Roman stage, but rapture turns to rage when he discovers the
reality behind the seductiveness of the singer's voice. The ageing artist in The Unknown
Masterpiece, obsessed with his creation of the perfect image of an ideal woman, tries to hide it
from the jealous young student who is desperate for a glimpse of it. And in The Girl with the
Golden Eyes, the hero is a dandy whose attractiveness for the mysterious Paquita has an
unexpected origin. These enigmatic and disturbing forays into the margins of madness, sexuality,
and creativity show Balzac spinning fantastic tales as profound as any of his longer fictions. His
mastery of the seductions of storytelling places these novellas among the nineteenth-century's
richest explorations of art and desire. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's
Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable
volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a
wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful
notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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Getting back to Earth from the planet Tschai involved only stealing a spaceship or having one
built to order - for Tschai was the abode of several intelligent star-born races and, as such, had
spaceyards. But Adam Reith's problem was not so simple. He'd already been lucky to escape the
Chasch and the Wannek, and a dozen different types of humans, and now his course led directly
to the Great Sivishe Spaceyards in the domains of the Dirdir. But the Dirdir were quite different
from the other aliens who competed for this world. They were quicker, more sinister, and had an
unrelenting thirst for hunting victims like Adam Reith. The closer he came to his objective, the
keener their hunting instincts would become!
The Moon Moth and Other Stories
Bad Ronald
The Rapparee
The Girl with the Golden Locks, and Other Stories
The Deadly Isles
Snowdrift and Other Stories (includes three new recently discovered short stories)
The House on Lily Street
Lyonesse Book 3
The Longest Day and Other Stories S. Govind Raj [Author]

A young scientist with ties to a family fortune survives a murder attempt while working in
Tahiti. He discovers the identity of the assailant, but not the motive. For this, he must
follow the would-be murderer aboard an island-hopping passenger/cargo schooner
bound for the Marquesas...
Rhialto the Marvellous takes up the personal and political conflicts among a conclave of
two dozen magicians of Ascolais and Almery in the 21st Aeon. The shocking
appearance of the Llorio the Murtha, a powerful female force from an earlier aeon
threatens to unbalance nature by "ensqualming" or feminizing the magicians. This
triggers a tremendous struggle for power and the other mages turn against Rhialto.
Hoping to reestablish his rightful place, Rhialto travels to other aeons to restore the
missing Perciplex which projects the Mostrament, the constitution of the association. In
his final adventure, Rhialto must, ultimately, travel to the very ends of time and space to
confront an old adversary whom he had wronged and must commit further misdeeds to
restore order.
A collection of fantasy stories by the man who inspired both C.S. Lewis and J.R.R.
Tolkien.
A collection of short stories about the varied lives of the students at Elmwood high
school. Suggested level: secondary.
Marooned on the strange planet Tschai, Adam Reith agreed to lead an expedition to
return the princess, the Flower of Cath, to her homeland halfway around the globe.
Monsters of land and sea lay before them, and beings both human and alien who might
rob, kill, or enslave them.
The fantastic quests and adventures of Cugel: the greatest rogue in the realms of
fantasy. For the second time, Cugel the Clever has been carried north over the Ocean of
Sighs and dumped half a world away from home, on Shanglestone Strand. Swearing
revenge on the Laughing Magician, Cugel sets off through mud pits and bars, through
villages, manor houses and across the seas. At last, after many an extraordinary
adventure, he comes once more to the land of Almery and the chance to exact the
vengeance he craves . . .
Explores how the suffering of African American women has been minimized and
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obscured in U.S. culture.
Golden Girl and Other Stories
The Golden Horseshoe and Other Stories
Golden Girls Forever
Clarges
Something about the Author
The Golden Key and Other Stories
The Complete Works of Jack Vance: Golden girl and other stories
Science Fiction Legend
The Dirdir
This volume includes Vance's first published story ("The World-Thinker") and a selection of
other stories including the novella "Telek". Contents: The World-Thinker, Dream Castle ("I'll
Build Your Dream Castle"), Seven Exits from Bocz, The God and the Temple Robber ("The
Temple of Han"), Telek, Men of The Ten Books, D.P., Noise ("Music of the Spheres"), The
Absent Minded Professor ("First Star I See Tonight"; "Murder Observed"), The Devil On
Salvation Bluff, Where Hesperus Falls, The Phantom Milkman, A Practical Man's Guide, The
House Lords, The Secret All Jack Vance titles in the SFGateway use the author's preferred texts,
as restored for the Vance Integral Edition (VIE), an extensive project masterminded by an
international online community of Vance's admirers. In general, we also use the VIE titles, and
have adopted the arrangement of short story collections to eliminate overlaps.
The Rebellious Rani Of Belavadi And Other Stories Contains Twelve Stories Dealing With
Various Aspects Of South Indian Life. The Themes Range From The Historical To The
Contemporary; From The Religious To The Secular And From The Elemental To The
Academic. These Stories Explore Different Aspects Of Human Relationships Against The
Cultural Background Of South India And Are Easily Comparable To Those Of Raja Rao, Mulk
Raj Anand, Khushwant And Manoj Das.
The Lyonesse sequence evokes the Elder Isles, is a baroque land of pre-Arthurian myth now lost
beneath the Atlantic, where powerful sorcerers, aloof faeries, stalwart champions, and nobles
eccentric, magnanimous, and cruel pursue intrigue among their separate worlds . . . When
Princess madouc discovers that she is actually a changeling left by fairies in place of a baby boy,
she sets out, with her servant and companion Pymfyd, to find her true identity. Madouc locates
her mother, the fairy Twisk, easily enough, but her paternity poses a problem: Twisk is not
certain who fathered her child. Meanwhile, her uncle, King Casmir, attempts to conquer the
whole island of Hybras, on which Lyonesse is located, and thwart the prophesy of Persilian the
Magic Mirror that his sister's son would one day rule. He is foiled at every turn by King Aillas
of Troicinet and his son Dhrun, who is actually the child of the prophesy, but is older than
expected because of a youth spent in the fairy shee (home), where time runs differently. A sly
mixture of satire and epic, Vance's medieval tale is a delightful conclusion to an epic fantasy
trilogy. Winner of the World Fantasy Award for best novel, 1990
Welfare worker Paul Gunther is killed when he looks into the blackmailing of some of his cases.
Lieutenant George Shaw leads the murder investigation, which touches on the jazz community
and beatnik culture of Oakland in the early 1960's. The House on Lily Street is the story of a
corrupt and narcissistic young man, born to privilege, who dallies among the poor-and gets in
over his head.
Table of Contents Space Station #1 The Man from Time The Mississippi Saucer The Man the
Martians Made II III IV The SKY TRAP The Calm Man
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His face badly burned in a motor accident, young Robert Struve is horribly disfigured. Unable to
afford corrective surgery, and denied lawful redress against the rich man whose daughter was
responsible, Struve wears his scars as a badge of honor, excelling at school and sports. The
social pressure is intense however, and he is treated harshly by his peers-young men and women
alike. When his frustration boils over, he assaults a girl. In a correctional institution, as a ward of
the state, he undergoes reconstructive surgery. Years go by. Then one of the girls involved in the
incident is murdered, her face mutilated. A second and third are killed in similar fashion; is
Robert Struve involved? No one has seen him, since his incarceration... Written in the late
1940s, The Flesh Mask was Jack Vance's first success as a mystery writer, launching his Edgarwinning career. The story was first published in 1957, as Take My Face, under the pseudonym
"Peter Held".
A collection of some of Jack Vance's best short fiction, containing: Golden Girl Masquerade on
Dicantropus Abercrombie Station Cholwell's Chickens The Mitr The World Between When the
Five Moons Rise Meet Miss Universe The Insufferable Red-headed Daughter of Commander
Tynnott, O.T.E.
Madouc
African Passions and Other Stories
The Golden Girl and Other Stories
Suffering Will Not Be Televised, The
The World-Thinker and Other Stories
A Lover’S Potion and Other Stories
The Girl Who Raced Mules & Other Stories
The Longest Day and Other Stories
Cugel: The Skybreak Spatterlight

Follow crime fiction’s toughest hero from San Francisco to
the Mexican frontier in the third installment of the
Collected Case Files of the Continental Op The Continental
Op is short, fat, and aging—but don’t let his appearance
deceive you. Handy with a gun, and always willing to take a
roundhouse to the chin, the Op is the toughest sleuth San
Francisco has ever seen. And when a rich Englishwoman hires
him to find her estranged husband, the Op thinks he’s in for
an easy job. But the husband is an addict last seen in
Tijuana, and finding him will take the hardboiled detective
past the border and into a hellhole called the Golden
Horseshoe. Before Nick Charles or Sam Spade, Dashiell
Hammett made his mark with the adventures of the Continental
Op, whose particular brand of justice defined the legendary
Black Mask style. In “The Golden Horseshoe,” “The House in
Turk Street,” and “The Girl with the Silver Eyes,” the Op
follows his cases from civility to temptation and back
again.
Siraj-ud-Daula, the Nawab of Bengal was neither coward nor
afraid of wars. He routed the British army from Calcutta
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within four days. After that could he defend the State of
Bengal in spite of his so many enemies because of his
cruelty and profligacy? What caused his downfall? Was it
profligacy or cruelty & who and how they conspired against
him to take their revenge was a quite intrigue? It is an
interesting historical story which one must read along with
other interesting and inspiring stories.
While in Rome, art student Chuck Musgrave is offered a job
painting pictures of Positano, a picturesque town south of
Naples. When Chuck arrives in Positano, strange things begin
to happen. It becomes clear that not all foreigners living
in Positano are there for the scenery!
The city of Clarges is a near-utopia, surrounded by
barbarism throughout the rest of the world. Abundant
resources and the absence of political conflict lead to a
pleasant life that should be stress-free. However, nearly
everyone is obsessed with a perpetual scramble for status,
called slope. Medical technology has led to a great
lengthening of the human lifespan, but, in order to prevent
the Malthusian horrors of over-population, it is awarded
only to those citizens who have made notable contributions.
The Grayven Warlock was one of those accomplished few, but
he has become a fugitive after a feud with another Amaranth
resulted in the latter's death. Masquerading as his own
relict, using the name Gavin Waylock, he lives in obscurity,
looking for the accomplishment that will reinstate him among
the immortals. However, Waylock's dramatic stratagems may
result in changes to society far beyond anything he had
intended...
Collects three novellas of sexual attraction, obsession, and
madness, including "The Girl with the Golden Eyes," in which
Paquita's attraction to the hero has an unexpected origin.
The Potters of Firsk includes the majority of Vance's
'Magnus Ridolph' stories, previously collected in The Many
Worlds of Magnus Ridolph. In the VIE edition this book is
titled Gadget Stories. Contents: Planet of the Black Dust,
Dead Ahead ("Ultimate Quest"), Hard Luck Diggings, Sanatoris
Short-cut, The Unspeakable McInch, The Howling Bounders, The
King of Thieves, The Sub-standard Sardines, To B or Not to C
or to D ("Cosmic Hotfoot"), Spa of the Stars, The Enchanted
Princess ("The Dreamer"), The Potters of Firsk, The Visitors
("Winner Lose All"), Plagian Siphon ("The Uninhibited
Robot"; "The Planet Machine"), Dover Spargill's Ghastly
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Floater, Sabotage on Sulfur Planet, Three Legged Joe, Four
Hundred Blackbirds, Sjambak, Parapsyche, Sail 25 ("Gateway
to Strangeness"; "Dust of Far Suns"). All Jack Vance titles
in the SFGateway use the author's preferred texts, as
restored for the Vance Integral Edition (VIE), an extensive
project masterminded by an international online community of
Vance's admirers. In general, we also use the VIE titles,
and have adopted the arrangement of short story collections
to eliminate overlaps.
Seventeen-year old Ronald Wilby is an introverted young man
with a protective single mother. Walking home one evening,
Ronald stumbles into young Carol Mathews; in the encounter,
Carol ends up assaulted and dead. Ronald leaves his jacket
at the scene. Elaine Wilby is convinced that Carol's death
was an accident, and converts a small part of the old house
to a secret room where Ronald must hide-until she saves
enough that they can move, and start over. She tells
everyone that her son ran away. The plan works until Mrs.
Wilby is taken by sudden illness. The house is sold to
another family-a family with three pretty daughters...
Lurking behind the walls, Ronald is tempted more than he can
bear.
Killing Time and Other Stories
Warrior Queen of Mars and other Stories
The Girl with the Golden Eyes and Other Stories
The Wannek
The Potters of Firsk and Other Stories
Rhialto the Marvellous
The Canterville Ghost and Other Stories
Strange People, Queer Notions
Includes 30 pages of bonus material! The complete, first-ever Golden Girls
retrospective, packed with hundreds of exclusive interviews, behind-the-scenes and
never-before-revealed stories, more than two hundred color and black-and-white
photos, commentary, and more. They were four women of a certain age, living together
under one roof in Miami—smart and strong Dorothy, airhead Rose, man-hungry belle
Blanche, and smart-mouthed matriarch Sophia. They were the Golden Girls, and for
seven seasons, this hilarious quartet enchanted millions of viewers with their witty
banter, verve, sass, and love, and reaffirmed the power of friendship and family. Over
thirty years after it first aired, The Golden Girls has become a cult classic, thanks to fan
fiction, arts and crafts, podcasts, hundreds of fan blogs and websites, and syndication.
Now, Golden Girls Forever pays homage to this wildly popular, acclaimed, and awardwinning sitcom. Drawing on interviews with the show’s creators, actors, guest stars,
producers, writers, and crew members, Jim Colucci paints a comprehensive portrait of
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the Girls both in front of the cameras and behind the scenes. Illustrated with hundreds
of photos, including stills from the show and a treasure trove of never-before-seen and
newly rediscovered photos, Golden Girls Forever includes: • Girls and Their Guests:
short profiles of the show’s most famous guest stars • Why I Love the Girls: Lance
Bass, Laverne Cox, Ross Mathews, Perez Hilton, Zachary Quinto, Chris Colfer, Jason
Collins, and many, many other celebrities share their love of the Girls • Exclusive
interviews with ninety-four-year-old Betty White; the famously private Bea Arthur and
Rue McClanahan, before their deaths; and fan-favorite actors who appeared on the
show • Harvey Fierstein's tribute to his close friend, Estelle Getty The ebook also
feautures 30 pages of material not inlcuded in the print edition, such as 17 Golden
Episodes, a piece on Estelle Getty's make-up, the Rue LaRue Cafe, and additional fan
art. Bursting with fun facts, anecdotes, reminiscences, and insights, Golden Girls
Forever is the ultimate companion to the show for fans old and new.
During the Second World War, two young teenagers, Ellen Logan and pilot Stephen
Dearborn, become friends as they write to each other of their experiences in the war
and fall in love in the process.
The first collection of short stories are deeply personal in nature, all located in Mumbaiits folds and seams- which the writer has explored all his life. Familial bond or the lack
of them, an intimate dekko at a media group's machinations, a close study of the Irani
community which is fast vanishing in the metropolis, the underworld and the
staggeringly bold new world of sexual relationships sparked by websites are just some
of the narratives, with a twist in the tale. KHALID MOHAMED started as reviewer and
co-editor, during his teenage years for close-up, a film society magazine. He reviewed
television for The Economic Times basides contributing articles to The Illustrated
Weekly of India and Femina. His writing has writing has also featured in India
Today,The Indian Express, The Telegraph, the international film weekly Variety and in
Sunday Observer, London. He was film critic for Mid-day, Senior Editor of DNA
newspaper, and National Culture Editor and film critic for Hindustan Times. Currently,
he is Consulting Editor to the Deccan Chronicle media group. He wrote the original
stories and screenplays and also directed the films Fiza, Tehzeeb and Silsilaay . He
debuted recently as a playwright and director of the stageplay Kennedy Bridge. His
documentary The Last Irani Chai has been screened widely. His second documentary
Smiles and Tears on Mumbai's street children is under post-production. Presently, he is
writing his second stageplay and his first novel.
When an out-worlder's body was found in the river, Thissel knew where the criminal
was - behind one of the masks worn by the remaining out-worlders on Sirene. But how
could he tell which one, on a world where everybody lived behind masks, where men
never spoke but sang to instruments, and where any act of intervention with another
man's business was punishable by death!
Previously titled Pistols for Two, this collection includes three of Heyer’s earliest short
stories, published together in book form for the very first time. A treat for all fans of
Georgette Heyer, and for those who love stories full of romance and intrigue. Affairs of
honour between bucks and blades, rakes and rascals; affairs of the heart between heirs
and orphans, beauties and bachelors; romance, intrigue, escapades and duels at dawn.
All the gallantry, villainy and elegance of the age that Georgette Heyer has so
triumphantly made her own are exquisitely revived in these wonderfully romantic stories
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of the Regency period. 'Wonderful characters, elegant, witty writing, perfect period
detail and rapturously romantic. Georgette Heyer achieves what the rest of us aspire
to.' Katie Fforde 'My favourite historical novelist – stylish, romantic, sharp and witty. Her
sense of period is superb, her heroines enterprising and her heroes are dashing. I owe
her many happy hours.' Margaret Drabble 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' India Knight
Four of the Irish writer's finest works, among them "The Sphinx Without a Secret," "The
Model Millionaire," "Lord Arthur Savile's Crime," and the title story, plus six "Poems in
Prose."
The Flesh Mask
An Unauthorized Look Behind the Lanai
Two Mothers and Other Stories
The Skybreak Spatterlight
A Foreign Field
African American Women and Sentimental Political Storytelling
Space Station no.1 and Other Stories
The Rebellious Rani of Belavadi and Other Stories
Collected Case Files of the Continental Op: The Middle Years
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